March 2016
Call for Proposals

16th Annual Day of Scholarship

SCOSA Faculty Research Scholar Award –
•
Support for scholarly or artistic projects related to aging and
                consistent with SCOSA’s mission. Award for Fiscal Year 17.
•
A pot of $10,000 is available.
•
Guidelines are available on the ORSP website and
applications are due electronically to grants@stockton.edu
no later than 5:00pm, April 8, 2016.

External Funding Opportunities
NEH-Mellon Fellowships
for Digital Publication

The Office of Digital Humanities has teamed up with the NEH’s
Division of Research as well as the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation to
offer this new fellowship program.
This special opportunity with the NEH Fellowships program seeks to
encourage scholars who are engaged in research leading to digital
publications.  For example, for scholarship in fields like art history,
musicology, or media studies, an interactive digital publication may
allow the author to use multimedia to make arguments or illustrate
critical points that would be otherwise difficult or impossible in
traditional print formats.
Successful projects will likely incorporate visual, audio, and/or other
multimedia materials or flexible reading pathways that could not be
included in traditionally published books.
Because NEH-Mellon Fellowships for Digital Publication is a special
opportunity within the larger NEH Fellowships competition,
applications with be judged by the same criteria and held to the
same standards of scholarly excellence.  Applications received for the
special opportunity will be evaluated by a separate peer review panel
of scholars engaged with humanities research and knowledgeable
about digital humanities/digital publications.
Like the NEH Fellowships programs, NEH-Mellon Fellowships for
Digital Publication support continuous full-time work for a period
of six to twelve months. Successful applicants receive a stipend of
$4,200 per month. The maximum stipend is $50,400 for a twelvemonth period.
Applications are due by April 28, 2016. The full announcement can be
seen on the Grant News page of the Office of Digital Humanities. For
more information, please consult the special opportunity guidelines
on the NEH website.

Congratulations Internal Award Recipients!
Congratulations is extended to the Fall 2016 R&PD Course Release
recipients.  We look forward to hearing the outcomes of your
projects.
Cynthia King, ARHU  *  Jill Gerhardt, BUSN    
                       Nancy Reddy, GENS  *  Jessica Fleck, SOBL

April 1, 2016, 8:30am to 4:30pm
The Schedule is Set! - Take a look at this year’s Guide Book to assist
you in planning your day.  Start the event by joining the Office of
Research and Sponsored Programs at 8:30am in the Campus Center
Main Event Room where we will kick off the day with breakfast and
welcoming words from President Kesselman.
Then, plan on attending oral presentations and poster sessions
presented by colleagues and students. This year’s new addition,
Pecha Kucha, promises to be a presentation not to be missed and
will be featured immediately following lunch in the Main Event
Room as well. Faculty and Staff are encouraged to attend to support
colleagues and share in the scholarly interests of the University.  This
event, as always, is also an excellent opportunity for student learning.
Finish off the day enjoying a Keynote Speech by Faculty member Meg
White in the Main Event Room at 3:15.  Additional information is
available on the Office of Research and Sponsored Programs website,
along with Student Reflection forms should you assign your class to
attend.  

The Office of Research & Sponsored Programs
announces the implementation of the new grants
management software “SmartGrant” by ERA Software Systems, Inc.
The SmartGrant objectives are to:
•
•
•
•
•

provide secure access to authorized users;
provide a university wide data source for proposals and awards;
standardize proposal and award processes across the
university; and
increase efficiency.

Electronic Research Administration (ERA) is the term used to describe
the philosophy of conducting Research Administration in an
integrated environment. It encompasses both pre-and post-award
processes that involve the administrative and regulatory aspects of
grants, such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

proposal development;
electronic approval and routing;
budget development;
cost sharing information;
automated notifications for deliverable deadlines;
timely and accurate reporting; and
electronic notifications of awards.

Principal Investigator Responsibility in Funding
The person ultimately responsible for managing the timely implementation and completion of a specific project is the Principal
Investigator/Project Director.  Principal investigators must ensure compliance with sponsor regulations for project costs incurred, patents, or
licensing and reporting requirements, as appropriate.

stockton.edu/ORSP

